20-Series Snow Pushers
Designed for Sub-Compact Tractors

Worksaver’s 20-Series Snow Pusher makes snow removal easy.

Performance matched to fit Sub-Compact tractors up to 30 HP, the 20-Series snow pushers are sized to the tractor for maximum snow removal. Available in widths of 4’ or 5’, these pushers are offered with either a ultra rubber cutting edge or alloy steel cutting edge.

CNC formed 11-gauge moldboard with formed 10-gauge back brace for strength and durability make these snow pushers high performers.

Models are available with “universal” skid steer style mount or John Deere hook and pin style quick attach.
Caution — A heavy load can cause your power unit to tip over. When moving heavy loads, keep the load as close to the ground as possible, go slowly around turns, and be sure the front or rear of power unit is properly counterbalanced with weights.

Caution — Operators must read & understand operator’s manual, particularly the safety warnings and instructions. The operator is responsible for safety of themselves and others when operating equipment.

WORKSAVER, INC. has a corporate policy of continuous product improvement and development; therefore, specifications are subject to change without any advance notice. WORKSAVER, INC. is not responsible for differences between specifications or illustrations contained in this publication and the actual equipment.
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**Designed. Engineered. Remarkable Value.**